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This note gives an account of normalizers and covering groups more general 
than both the ~-normalizers and s-covering groups of Carter, Hawkes and 
Gaschiitz and the X-normalizers and Z-covering groups given by M. J. 
Prentice. The extended notions are used in an iterative scheme which produces 
covering groups from normalizers, and the rate of convergence of this method 
in the case of F-normalizers is compared with the rates of related procedures 
developed by Yen and by Fischer, Mann, and Graddon. The context is the 
theory of finite solvable groups. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Carter and Hawkes, in [l], define the concept of an F-normalizer, where F 
is a locally induced formation, and give a number of connections between 
F-normalizers and the s-covering groups first considered by Gaschiitz. 
Theorem 5, below, gives an iterative process which can be used to construct 
an %-covering group of a group G from 9-normalizers of certain easily 
obtained subgroups of G. This paper had its genesis in the observation that 
the proof of Theorem 5 for F-normalizers and F-covering groups also 
produces %-covering subgroups from g-normalizers in the sense of Prentice, 
[3], although the two sorts of normalizers and covering groups are defined 
quite differently. In this paper the term “normalizer” is used to denote a 
subgroup whose properties resemble those of a system normalizer or F- 
normalizer, in a sense to be made precise later. Since Prentice’s approach 
is entirely from within the fixed group G, and since the determination of 
subgroups of G, even when related to F, ultimately depends on G and not 
on having the complete list of groups in 9 in view, it seems desirable to have 
some sort of internal formation theory developed entirely within a given 
group which unifies both previous theories. 
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Sections 2 and 3 give the details of such a theory. Desirable sections of G 
are determined by considering their actions on their chief factors somewhat 
as in the theory of locally induced formations. Section 3 shows that, with 
suitable natural restrictions on the actions allowed, the normalizers and 
covering groups obtained have the familiar properties that seem to make the 
theory of s-normalizers and F-covering groups work. 
Section 4 gives an iterative method for obtaining covering groups from 
normalizers in an axiomatic setting. The main point of Section 3 is that a 
number of examples satisfy the axioms. Section 5 treats still another 
example. 
Finally, Sections 6 and 7 compare the method of Theorem 5 with two other 
iterative processes. In Section 6 an axiomatic treatment similar to the one 
given to Theorem 5 also yields a generalization of Yen’s method of [6] to 
our setting. 
Notation is intended to be standard, and is that of [4] and [5]. The notation 
A. 4 G means that A is a minimal normal subgroup of G, while M < .G 
means that M is a maximal subgroup of G. All groups considered are finite 
and solvable. Although some of the results given hold under less restrictive 
hypotheses than solvability, we sacrifice utmost generality for the sake of 
clarity of exposition. 
2. GOOD SECTIONS 
In this part of the paper we develop general notions of normalizer and 
covering group defined within a given group G. To have a notion of covering 
group one needs some classification of good sections to be covered. A notion 
of normalizer, on the other hand, leads to chief factors which are covered by 
normalizers (and hence are good) and chief factors avoided by normalizers. 
A section should be good if all of its chief factors are good, and in this way 
normalizers define good sections and so also determine what covering groups 
should be. Our development has obvious roots in the work of Carter and 
Hawkes [l] and Prentice [3]. 
Throughout, let G be a fixed group. A dissection of G is a set of sections 
of G. If zZB is a dissection of G and if H < G, then 9 induces a dissection 
CBH of H given by 
gH = {S E 9 1 S is a section of H}. 
If N a G, 9 also induces a dissection g/N of GIN defined by 
g/N = {( U/N)/( V/N) 1 U/V E 9 and V > N}. 
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We shall often denote the section U/l by U and identify 9/l with 9. It 
follows from the definition that if N 4 G and N < C < G, then 
gc/N = W%N~ 
If 9 is a dissection of G, the subgroup E of G is a T&covering subgroup of G 
in case 
(i) EEgaand 
(ii) EV = U whenever E < U < G and U/V ~9. 
For each section U/V of G let COV~( U/V) be the set of 3$/V-covering 
subgroups of U/Y. For future reference, we list some immediate con- 
sequences of these definitions. 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) If NaH < G, then H/NEB ;f and only af 
H/N E Cov,(H/N). 
(b) If N a G, ;f C/N E Cov,(GjN), and ;f C < U < G, then 
C/N E Cov& UlN). 
We need to produce dissections in some systematic way which leads to a 
rich enough theory. A sort of local induction is one answer. 
A sector on G is a function Y defined on the set of all subgroups of G such 
that Y(H) 4 H for every subgroup H of G. 
If Y is a sector on G and H is a subgroup of G, the restriction of Y to the 
set of subgroups of H is a sector on H, denoted YH . 
If Y is a sector on G and N Q G, Y yields a sector Y/N on G[N defined by 
(Y/N)(E/N) = Y(E)N/N whenever N < E < G. 
Let T be a set of primes. A sector screen of G with support T is a function V 
from T into the set of sectors of G. Denote V(p) by Y, . For Ha subgroup 
of G call the p-chief factor U/V of H ~-central in H in case p E T and 
Y,(H) < C,( Uj V), and call U/V %-eccentric in H otherwise. 
Let d(V) be the set of sections H/R of G such that each H-chief factor of 
H/K is V-central in H. Call d(V) the dissection of G induced by V. 
Note 1. Each subgroup E of G has a smallest normal subgroup K with 
the property that E/K E d(V). We denote this subgroup by E”‘“‘. 
In making these definitions we have in mind two examples. If 2 is a screen 
with support T, the set (S(p) 1 p E TT o > f f ormations locally induces a formation 
S. If we define sectors Y, for p in T by Y,(H) = HsGp), then d(V) is the set 
of sections of G which belong to 9. 
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The d(g)-covering groups of G are the s-covering groups in this case, 
and the g-central chief factors are the p-central ones. 
Another quite different example, due to Prentice ([3]) is obtained by 
arbitrarily choosing a normal subgroup X(p) of G for each p in ?r and defining 
Y,(H) = H n X(p) whenever H < G. In Prentice’s notation, d(g) = 9? 
and the d(Y)-covering groups are the %-covering subgroups of G. 
If H < G and Na G, the sector screen ?Y on G induces sector screens 
?YH and Y/AT on H and G/N, respectively, with 
PIfXP) = W,)H and WPW> = Y,IN. 
From these definitions it is immediate that 6YH induces d(g), on H and @jN 
induces d(Y)/N on G/N. 
Let %Y be a sector screen of G with support 7r, and let 2 be a Sylow system 
for G. The %-normalizer of G determined by .Z is the subgroup 
The proof of the following result is essentiallly the proof of Theorem 3 
of [4] (and is really due to P. Hall). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let OJ be a sector screen of G, and let D be the Y-normalizer 
of G det~mined by the Sylow system 2 of G. Then 
(I) D covers every g-central chief factor of G and avoids every %7-eccentric 
chieffactor of G, and 
(2) DKjK is the %/K-normalizer of G/K determined by SC/KS whenever 
Kcl G. 
If ?Y is a sector screen of G and U/V is a section of G, let Nor& lJ/ V) be 
the set of %YJV-normalizers of U/V. Then Proposition 2(2) says that if 
D E Nor,(U), then D V/ V E Nor&U/V). 
We single out an easy consequence of Proposition 2(l) for Iater reference. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let Y be a sector screen of G. If U/V E d(g), then 
Nor& U/V) = (U/V). 
Each of the properties of K’or g and COV~(~~ that we have verified should 
hold for any definitions of Nor and Cov which can be viewed as generalizations 
of the familiar notions, and in fact we have used little more than natural 
definitions and P. Hall’s covering-avoiding results so far. The other conditions 
on Cov and Nor that we need are not true without some additional restrictions 
on the sectors, however. Examples of various sorts of pathology are not 
diilicult to construct out of 8, , A,, I& and Sa x 2,. 
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3. SECTORS THAT WORK 
If the sectors Y, for p in rr are required to be well-behaved, then one can 
expect the families Cov,,,,( U/ V) and Nor&U/F’) to have many of the 
familiar properties of their antecedents. This section shows that if each Y, 
satisfies three conditions, labeled (A), (B), and (C), then the properties needed 
in Section 4 hold. Since the sectors used to define 23-izers and those used by 
Prentice satisfy (A), (B), and (C), it follows that our convergence process in 
Section 4 applies to both settings as well as to mixtures of the two. 
The three conditions on a sector Y on G which we consider are the following: 
(A) If E and K are subgroups of G with E < NG(K), then YfEK) < 
E S- Y(EK) . K = Y(E) . K. 
(B) If E and K are subgroups of G with E < N,(K), then K < Y(EK) =S 
Y(EK) ’ K = Y(E) . K. 
(C) If E < G and if g E G, then Y(E)g = Y(Eg). 
PROPOSITION 4. (1) If F is a foy~~ti~, mzd if Y(U) = r/@ for every 
subgroup U of G, then Y satisjfies (A), (B) and (C). 
(2) If X 4 G, and if Y(U) = X n U for every subgroup U of G, then Y 
sutisjk (A), (B) and (C). 
Thus both of our motivating examples, the screens and Prentice’s localized 
formation theory, satisfy all three conditions. 
Proof of the Propositiola. (I) Since (EIos”I f K/K = (EKjIQF = E5KjK, 
Y(EK) . K = Y(E)K, regardless of where Y(EK) lies. (C) is also clear. 
(2) We have Y(EK) . K = [(EK) n X]K = (EK) n (XK) = K * [E n (XK)]. 
If Y(EK) < E, then (EK) I? X = En X = Y(E). Thus (A) holds. If 
Y{EK) >, K, then K < X and so K + [E n (XK)] = K. Y(E). Hence (B) 
is true, Again, (C) is obvious, since X 4 G. 
We begin with some elementary consequences of (A), (B) and (C). 
LEM~MA 1. Condition (A), (B), and (C) me ~~~~ted by s~bgTo~ps uptd 
factor groups of G. 
Proof. By their nature, the conditions are inherited by subgroups. 
Clearly (C) is also inherited by factor groups. Let E, K and L be subgroups 
ofGwithLgG,L<EnKandE<lV,(K). 
Suppose that the sector Y satisfies (A) on G. If (Y/L)(EK/L) < E/L, then 
by definition Y(EK)L/L = (Y/L)(EK/L) < E/L, so that Y(EK) < E and 
thus Y(EK) . K = Y(E) * K, by (A). Hence (Y/L)(E~L) * (K/L) = Y(E)K/L = 
Y(~K)K~L = (Y~L)(~K~L) . (K/L), as desired. 
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Suppose that Y satisfies (B). If K/L < (Y/L)(EK/L), then K < Y(EK)L, 
so that K = [Y(EK) n KJL. Let Ki = Y(EK) n K. Then Ki 4 EK = 
EK,L = EKl . Since Ki < Y(EK,), (B) implies that Y(E) Ki = Y(EK,) Kl = 
Y(EK). Thus (Y~L)(EK~L) := Y(EK}L/L = Y(E) &L/L = Y(E)KjL = 
~~L)(E~L) . (K/L) as claimed. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose the sector Y on G satisfies (A) and (B). If E and K are 
subgroups of G with E < N,(K), then 
Y(E) < Y(EK) . K. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then G = .EK by Lemma I. 
If A. q G with A < E n [Y(G)K], then by minimality of G, using Lemma 1 
again, 
WV/A = (YI4VW) 
< (Y~~~(EK/~) . K/A 
= [Y(EK) . K],‘A, 
which is not true. Thus E II [Y(G)K] is coreless. 
Since Y(E) 4 Y(EK)K, K > 1. Let B. <I G with B < K. Then B < E, 
so that E < BE. We may choose E maximal subject to Y(E) $ Y(G)K and 
then choose K minimal. Then Y(BE) < Y(G)K. If BE < G, then Y(E) < 
Y(BE) . B < Y(G) . K, a contradiction. Thus BE = G and E < .G. The 
minimal choice of K forces B = K. 
If Y(G) < E, then (A) yields Y(E)K = Y(EK)K, which is not true. Thus 
E. Y(G) =:T G. If K < Y(G), then (B) yields a contradiction. Hence 
K n Y(G) = 1. So En [Y(G)K] 4 EK = G, and thus E A [Y(G)K] = 1, 
giving a final contradiction. 
The next few results show some of the consequences to Cov,(,) and Nor,, 
of imposing (A), (B) and (C) on the sectors U, , 
THEOREM 1. Let g be a sector screen with support T. Su$pose that each 
sector Y, for p in x satisfies (A} and (B). If E E Coax and if N g G, 
then E~lN E: Co~~(~~(G/N). 
Proof. Since EV = U whenever EN < U’and U/V E d(g), EN/N * V/N = 
U/N whenever EN < U and (UjN)/( V/N) E d(%‘/N). Thus we need only 
show that EN/N E d(%T/). 
This is not immediate, since Prentice’s Example 2.1 in [3] shows that if 
H < G and HE d(~) it need not be true that ~~~~ E d(g) even when each 
Y, satisfies (A), (B), and (C). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 it will be enough to establish the 
following. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let g be a sector screen with support T such that each 
sector Y, sat&Jies (A) and (B), -rf E E d(3), if N a G, and if E . (E~~)~(~) = 
EN, then EN/~ E d(%). 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then G = EN, by Lemma 1, 
but GIN 6 d(g). By an easy reduction, we may suppose N. (I G. 
There is a prime p in 7r and a p-chief factor H/K of G above N with 
Y,(G) 4z GWIO. S ince G = EN, (H n E)j(K n E) is E-isomorphic to 
H/K, and since E E dw), Y,(E) < C,(H/K). Hence Y,(G) 4 Y,(E) . F(G). 
If Y,(G) < E, then by (A), Y,(G) < Y,(E) * N, which is false. Thus 
G = Y,(G) . E. 
If N < Y,(G), we again get a contradiction, by (B). Thus N n Y,(G) = 1. 
Hence En Y,(G) Q EN = G. If En Y,(G) = 1, then Y,(G) <F(G), 
which is false. Let Be 4 G with B < En Y,(G). Then E/B E d(g) and so 
by minimality of G, GjNB E d(g). Equally, (EY~(G)/~)/(Y~(G)/~) = 
FP)I(Y,(G)IB) E dW/B), which means G/Y,(G) E d(g). Thus Gd@‘) < 
(NE) n Y,(G) = B. Then G = EB = E, a final contradiction. 
THEOREM 2. Let 9 be a sector screw with support T. Suppose that each 
sector Y, for p in Z- sat~~es (A), (B) and (C). Then all ad-covering groups 
of G are conjugate. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then 1 < G and G .$ d(%‘). 
Let A’ Q G, and let E and F be nonconjugate d(g)-covering groups of G. 
By Theorem 1, EA/A and FA/A are d(g/A)-covering in G/A. By minimality 
of G, EA = F@A for some g, and since F@ is d(~)-covering in G by (C), we 
may assume that EA = FA. 
Now E and F are d(g)-covering in EA, and so by minimality of G, EA = G. 
Since G/A = EA/A E d(g) by Theorem 1, A = G”@’ and A is unique. 
Since E and F complement A in G, E andF are conjugate, a final contradiction. 
THEOREM 3. Let 3 be a sector screen with support m, and suppose that each 
sector Y, satisfies (A), (B) and (C). If N 4 G and ;f C/N E Covd(&G/N), and 
NE Covat&C), then HE Covd(&G). 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then N > 1. There is a sec- 
tion U/Vof G with VH < U and U/V E d(g). If it is true that UN,/VNE d(g) 
and (C n U)/(C n 5’) E d(g), a short argument leads to a contradiction. 
Since we cannot, in general, make these assertions, a longer proof seems to be 
necessary. 
Suppose that E is a d(g)-covering group of G. By Theorem 1, EN/N is 
d(g/N)-covering in G/N and so, by Theorem 2, EN is conjugate to C. We 
may assume that EN = C. Then E and H are d(9)-covering in C, so that E 
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and H are conjugate in C by Theorem 2. Then H is d(3)-covering in G, 
which is false. Thus G has no d(V)-covering subgroup. 
An easy reduction using Theorem 1 lets us suppose that N = A. 4 G. 
We also have C = HiV < G, since li! is d(~)-covering in C but not in G. 
Let B. u G. 
Suppose that CB = G. Then GINB = CBjNB E d(g) by Theorem 1, 
so that Gd’“) < NB. Let D be a g-normalizer of G. Then D covers GINB, 
so DNB = G. Moreover, DN < G, and so DN < .G. Since G/N # d(g), 
B < Gd@) < NB. Intersection of a chief series for G through B with DN 
yields a chief series for DN, where the DN-factors above N come from 
G-factors above NB and hence above Gd@‘. By Lemma 2, Y,(DN) < 
Y,(G) . B < C,(H/R) for every p in rr and p-chief factor N/K of G above 
NB. Hence, DNjN E d(Y). Because DN covers G/Gd@‘N, DN/N is d(*S’)/N- 
covering in G/N. We may suppose that C = DN by Theorem 2. 
Now G = CB, so that N. <i C and N = C”@“. Thus D < -C and D is 
d(g)-covering in C. We may suppose that D = El, by Theorem 2. Since D 
avoids both N and B, Gd@’ = NB. 
Because D is not d{??+covering in G, D . Ud’%) < U for some U with 
D < U < G. Since D = HE d(g), D < U, and since XB = G’@‘“‘, 
U < G. Now I/ n (BN) 9 UBN = G. Let K = U n (BN). Since KD = U, 
K > 1. If N .< K, then C = DN < U, and hence C = U = D ’ C’@‘, 
which is not true. Thus 1 < K < BN, so that I(. <I G and BNjK is 
G-chief. 
Now DK/Kis a%-normalizer of G/K by Proposition 2(2). Since K+ (I USN, 
X. 4 U, and so D < *U. Because U/K is U-isomorphic to UBNIBN, by 
Lemma 2 UIK E d(Y). If K = U d’b), then D . Udtq’ = U, contrary to the 
choice of U. Thus Ud@” = 1, and since U < ,G and U covers G~Gd(~), 
U is itself d(q)-covering in G, contradicting what has already been shown. 
It follows that CB < G. 
Since C/N is d(~)/N-covering in CBjN and H is d(~)-covering in C, by 
minimality of G, His d(g)- covering in CB. By Theorem I, HB/B is d($‘)jB- 
covering in CBIB. Since CBjNB is d(@)/NB-covering in GINB by Theorem 1, 
the minimal choice of G forces HBIB to be d(V)/B-covering in G/B. 
Since G 4 d(%‘), B can be taken to be contained in Gd@‘. Because HBjB 
covers G,lGd’@), HGd@” == G. 
Since H is not d(g)-covering in G, H. UdcgY’ < U for some U with 
H < U < G. If UN < G, then H is d(g)-covering in UN, by minimality 
of G, although His not a(~)-covering in U. Thus UN = G, and so U < .G 
and UnN== 1. 
Let V = Ud@“. If VN > Gd’@’ then G = CVN = HVN and so 
U = HV(N n U) = HV, w&h is false. Thus G/VN # d(g). But G/VN = 
UN~V~ g,, U/V E d(g), so that G/ VN is a r-group. For some p in v there 
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is a G-chief p-factor above VN which is centralized by Y,(U) but not by 
YD(G). Hence, 
If Y,(G) < Ii, then by (A), Y,(G) . N = Y,(U) * N, which is not true. 
Thus G = Y,(G) * U. If N < Y,(G), then we get a contradiction from (B). 
SoNnY,(G)=l.ThenalsoUnY,(G)SU+N=G.IfUnY,(G)=l, 
then since U < .G, Y,(G), (1 G which gives Y,(G) < F(G), a contradiction. 
Thus 1 < Un Y,(G). 
Let A* u G with A < U n Y,(G). Since HAN = CA < G, as we 
showed above, H is d(%)-covering in CA by minimality of G. Thus H is 
d(g)-covering in HA. Then since HA/A is d(%)-covering in U/A by Theo- 
rem 1, His d(q)-covering in LJ by minimaiity of G. But His not d(%)-covering 
in U by the choice of U, This contradiction completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4. Let g be a sector screen with support TT, and suppose that each 
sector Y, satisfies (A), (B) and (C). If D is a S-normalixev of G and if Gd’*) < 
F(G), then D is a d(g)-coveying s~gro~p of G. 
Praof. By Proposition 2(l), D . F(G) == G. By Lemma 2, Y,(U) < 
Y,(G) + F(G) for each p in rr, and so the intersection with D of a chief series 
for G is a %-central chief series for D. Hence, D E d(g). 
Let G be a minimal counterexample, and let A. Q G. By Proposition 2(2), 
DA/Ais a %-normalizer of G/A. By minimality of G, DA/A isd(%)/A-covering 
in G/A. By Theorem 3, D is not d(g)- covering in DA. Thus D < DA and 
so D avoids A. Thus D is coreless. Moreover, A ‘4 DA, since G = D *F(G), 
so that D < .DA. Since D ~d(9Q but L) is not d(~)-cove~ng in DA, 
D 2 (DA)d(w), Since DA/A E d(g), (DA)a@) < A n D = 1. Thus A is 
%-central in DA. Moreover, DA is d(%)-covering in G by Theorem 3. 
Suppose that B is another minimal normal subgroup of G distinct from A. 
Then DB is d(g)-covering in G, too, By Theorem 2, DA and DB are con- 
jugate, from which we get A < DB and thus DA = DE Then [(AB) n D]A = 
AB, so that (AB) n D > 1. Then 1 < (AB) n D (1 ABD = G, contra- 
dicting the fact that D is coreless. It follows that A is unique. Thus F(G) = 
O,(G) for some prime p in rr. 
Since A is %-central in DA, Y,(DA) < C,(A). If G”‘@) < Y,(G), then 
since D 1 Gd@‘) = G, Y,(G) < Y,(DA) . Gd’lY’ by (B) and then Y,(G) < 
C,(A), which is false. Thus G”@) > G”lW) n Y,(G), and there is a chief 
factor GdCWU’/lV with W > Y,(G) n GdtWU’. Then Gd@)/ W is a p-chief factor 
centralized by Y,(G), contradicting the definition of G”@). 
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4. CONVERGENT CHAINS OFSUBGROUPS 
Let G be a given group. For each section U/V of G let Nor( U/V) and 
Cov( UT/ V) be sets of subgroups of Uj V, called normalizers and covering groups, 
respectively, of U/V, and consider the following conditions: 
I. If V a G and if C/V E Cov(G/ V), then C/V E Cov(C/V). 
II. If Va U < G and if D E Nor(U), then DVjV E Nor(U/V). 
III. If Vg U < Gandif U/VECov(U/V),thenNor(U/V)= {U/V}, 
IV. If N a G and V 4 G, and if C/N E Cov(G/NV) and 
H/YE Cov(C/V), then H/V E Cov(G/V). 
V. If Vq U < G,ifD/V’ENor(U/V)andif(D/V).F(U/V)= U/V, 
then D/ V E Cov( U/ V). 
PROPOSITION 6. If g is a sector screen such that Y, satisfies (A), (B) and (C) 
for each p in the support of OY, then Norq and Covdtqj satisfy conditions I-V 
in the role of Nor and Cov, respectively. 
Proof. The conditions follow from Proposition 1, Proposition 2(2), 
Proposition 3, Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, in that order. 
THEOREM 5. In the setting just described, let G = HO >, H1 > . .. 3 H, = 1 
with Hi a G and H,_,IH, nilpotent for i = l,..., n. Suppose the subgroups 
D O , . . . . D, and G, ,..., G, satisfy: 
(1) G, = G, 
(2) Di E Nor(G,) for i = O,..., n, and 
(3) Gi = Di-,Hi for i = l,..., n. 
If I-V hold, then GJH, E Cov(G/Hi) for i = l,..., n. In particular, G,/l E 
Cov(G/l). 
Proof. Since D, E Nor(G), G/G = D,G/G E Nor(G/G) by II, and so 
Go/H,, = G/G E Cov(G/G) by V with U = V = G. 
Assume inductively that G,-,/Hi-, E Cov(G/Hi-,). Then by I, G,-,/Hi-, E 
Cov(G,-,/Hi-,) and so, by III, {G,-,/H,-,} = Nor(Gi-,/Hi-,). 
Now Gi/Hi = Di-,HJHi E Nor(G+,/Hi) by (2) and II. Also by II, 




V implies that GJHa E Cov(G~JHi). But then GilHi E Cov(G/li,) by IV 
and the inductive assumption. The result follows by finite induction. 
This theorem has the obvious corollary that if I-V hold and if Nor(U~l) 
is nonempty for every subgroup U of G then Cov(G) is nonempty. It thus 
provides an alternate proof of Theorem 4.9 [3]. 
Clearly, GiWr 2 G, for each i, but it may not be possible to choose D,‘s 
such that Die1 < Da for all i. 
Let 2’ be a screen and let L’be a Sylow system for G which reduces into the 
subgroup H of G. Then by Proposition 1 of [4], Z also reduces into the Y-izer 
of H with respect to Z. Thus if we use $p-izers for Nor we can choose Di's 
such that Z reduces into each of them as well as into each Gi . 
Example 1 of [l] h s ows that even in this setting the D,'s need not increase. 
But if each L?(p) is subgroup-closed they do, since then GFcp) < GFp’ 
for each i and so 
<C,,n Gin n N&Gy'"'nCP) 
PET 
= Di. 
The Di)s also increase if they are g-normalizers and fl >, J’“. In this 
case, since G,/H, is an F-normalizer of G,-,/H, , Theorem 4.7 of [I] shows 
that Gi can be joined to Giel by an s-critical maxima1 chain. By repeated use 
of Theorem 4.3 of [I], DieI < Dt. 
In the Prentice setting, too, the Dis can be chosen to have t: reduce into 
each Di and Gi . Then 
DidI = zTn G,n n N,(G,-,nY,(G)n C") 
Pen 
5. SOME EXAMPLES OFSECTORS SATISFYING (A),(B) AND(C) 
Sectors given by Y,(H) = HF or Y,(H) = H n X with X9 G satisfy 
(4, PI and FL as noted in Proposition 4. Mixtures involving sectors of the 
first type for some primes and of the second type for others yield normalizers 
and covering groups not considered in either [l] or [3]. To get still more 
normalizers and covering groups we need other sectors satisfying (A), (B), 
and (C). The following result is easy to verify. 
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PROPOSITION 7. Let F be a formation, and let X 4 G. If Y(H) = HS n X 
for all subgroups H of G, then Y satisjies (B) and (C). 
As the example at the end of this section shows, condition (A) can fail 
for this choice of Y. To get sufficient conditions for (A) we use results (and 
notation) from [5]. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let E, N, X and H be subgroups of G such that X 4 G, 
NaEandHeE. Then 
X n (HN) < (X n H)N, 
and so (XN) n (HN) = (X n H)N. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then G = E. A routine 
reduction using Proposition l.l(ii) of [5] lets us assume that N. 4 G. Then 
XnN=HnN=l.ItiseasytocheckthatHnX=l. 
Let L = X n (HN). Then 1 #L go HL/H < HN/H, so L so N and 
HL = HN. Also, (NL) n H so L. If N <O,(G), then since LH/H is 
PH-central, so are L and N, and thus (NL) n H is, too, contradicting the 
fact that H e G. 
THEOREM 6. Let F be a subgroup-closed, locally induced formation with 
support o. Let G be a group whose Sylow subgroups are abelian for the primes in a, 
and let X4 G. 
If Y( U) = !? n X for all subgroups U of G, then 
CW9(W9 = (W)S n WVV 
whenever N 4 E < G, and Y satisfies (A). 
Proof. By Corollary 2.3 of [5], EF e E. Hence, by Proposition 8, 
(XN)n(EsN)=(XnEF)N (1) 
whenever N a E < G. Since (Y,/N)(E/N) = Y(E)N/N = (X n EF)N/N, 
the first assertion follows. 
Suppose that E < No(K) and (EK)F n X < E. For (A), we want 
[(EK)9” n X]K = [ESn X]K. Since% is subgroup-closed, E/En (EK)s~F, 
md(EK)SnX>EFnX. 
Let N = E n K in (1). Then 






= X n [ZP(K n E)] 
< (X n Es)(K n E), 
as desired. 
The first conclusion of Theorem 6 simply says that YE/N is defined the 
way Y is. 





Moreover, all such subgroups of G are conjugate. 
Proof, Let Y,(H) = HN n X for all p and H. Then (i) and (ii) charac- 
terize the d(%)-covering subgroups of G. 
The following example shows that the conclusion of Theorem 6 can fail 
if its hypotheses are weakened too much. 
EXAMPLE. Let G = K x Y = SL,(3) x 2, , and say Y = (y) and 
Z(K) = (z). Let N = (xya) and R = (y2). Then (GxN) n (RN) = 
(x,J+) > (zy2> = (GN n R)N, so the first conclusion of Theorem 6 fails 
with $J+ = +H, E = G and X = R. The second conclusion fails for a more 
complicated 9. Let 8 be the formation generated by A, , and let 9 be the 
formation of groups for which G 9 has exponent 2. Let E = O,(G). Then 
(EK)p n N = 1, but EYF n N = N $ [(EK)s n N]K. Thus (A) fails with 
X = N. 
6. AN EXTENSION OF YEN’S METHOD 
Theorem 5 provides a method for obtaining F-covering groups of G by 
considering F-normalizers of suitably chosen subgroups of G, where 4E- is 
a locally induced formation. Yen, in [6], has given another method for 
constructung sequences leading to F-covering groups. He defines subgroups 
Vi and Vi by: 
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(2) Ui is an 9-normalizer of Vi for i = 1,2,..., and 
(3) Vi = Ui . V<F for i = 1,2,... . 
He then shows that 
u, < u, < ‘.. < u,-, = c = VT < *.. < v, < v, 
for some Y, and that C is an F-covering group of G. 
In this section we show that this iterative process, too, generalizes to Norg 
and COV,,~) , and we then show that in the case actually considered by Yen 
our process from Theorem 5 converges more slowly than his. 
In the same way as in Section 4, we consider the following five conditions 
on sets Nor( U/ V) and Cov( U/ V) of subgroups of sections of G. 
VI. If C E Cov G and C < U < G, then C E Cov U. 
VII. If V 4 U < G and if C E Cov U, then CVjV E Cov(U/V). 
VIII. If V a U < G, then Cov( U/V) is nonempty. 
IX. If V g U < G, then every U-conjugate of a member of Cov( U/V) 
is in Cov( U/ V), and all members of Cov( U/ V) are conjugate in U. 
X. If U < G there is a unique smallest normal subgroup U* of U 
supplemented by all members of Cov U. 
PROPOSITION 9. If ?Y is a sector screen such that Y, satisjies (A), (B), and 
(C)for each p in the support of Y, then Nor, and COV,(~, satisfy VI-X in the 
roles of Nor and Cov, respectively. 
Proof. Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 (together with Lemma 1) give VI 
and VII. We have already observed that VIII follows from Theorem 5. The 
first part of IX follows from (C) (and L emma l), while Theorem 2 gives the 
second statement. By Note 1, Ud’gU’ exists, and by VIII there is some C in 
Cov,o,( U). If K a U and U = C . K, then CKjK is d(g)-covering in U/K 
by VII, and so U/K E d(Y) and K 3 Udcg). Clearly C * UdtgU’ = U. Thus X 
holds. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that Nor and Cov are de$ned on sections of G and 
satisfy II, III, V, and VI-X. De&e subgroups lJi and Vi of G by: 
(1) V,, = G, 
(2) Ui E Nor(V<) for i = 1,2,..., and 
(3) Vi+1 = Ui . (Vi*)“* 
Zf G* EM$, then U,-, = V, E Cov(G). 
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Proof. We proceed in a series of steps. 
CLAIM 1. For each i, Ui * Vi* = Vi . 
Using VIII, let C E Cov( Vi). Then CVi* = Vi by X and so, by VII, 
Vi/Vi* E Cov(VJVi*). FrornIII~~~~~~~~ = Nor(Yi/Vi*), and thus UiVi* = 
Vi, by II. 
CLAIM 2. For each i, V,,,/( V,*)M E Cov( V,/( Vi*)“y). 
By II, U,(V,*)“/(V,*)” E Nor(V,/(V~*)“). Since V,*/(V,*)” < 
~(V~/(V.~~)~‘~, 
V,+,/( v,*>” = U;.( V,“yq( vi*)” f Cov( V,/( vi*‘)q, 
using V. 
CLAIM 3. If Ci < Vi and CL E Cov(G), then C,( Vi*)“‘/ is conjugate 
to V,+l in Vi . 
By VI, Ci E Cov( Vi). From VII, Ci( V,*)J/( Vi*)” E Cov( V,/( Vi*)“y). 
Claim 3 follows from Claim 2 and IX. 
CLAIM 4. For each i, Vi contains a member, Ci , of Cov(G). 
This is clear if i = 0, by VIII. Assume inductively that Ci < I$ with 
Ci E: Cov(G). By Claim 3, Ci” < V$+r for some 2, in V, , and by IX 
C,v E Cov(G). The claim fohows by induction. 
CLAIM 5. For each i, (Vi*)& 3 V&a . 
By Claim 3, V,+r = Vi f (V,*)x = Ci” * (Vi*)” for some O, and 
~~0 E Cov(G). By VI, Civ E Cov( Vi+r), and so ( Y,*>M 3 V&a , by X. 
CLAIM 6. If G* fJlrt with t 3 I, then U,-, = V, E CovfG). 
By repeated use of Claim 5, since V,,* E/P, V,*_, EN. Thus lJ,-, = V, . 
Then C, < V, < V,-, , so by VI, C, E Cov(V*-,). By V, lJ,-, E Cov( I/t-r). 
Then 1 C, 1 = j U,-, 1 = / V, 1, by IX, and C, = V, E Cov(G). 
We can compare the two convergence processes in the case in which Nor 
and Cov are Norq and COV,(,~ , respectively, and each Y, is a formation. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let the formation 9 be locally induced by the screen 9, 
and let A’ be a Sylow system of G. Dejke subgroups Ui and V, as in Theorem 7 
and 13, and Gi as in Theorem 5, tahing 9-izers relative to Z: as normalizers. Then 
V,Ei, = Gi for i = 0, I,..., and hence C = V, < Vi < Gi fey each i. 
Proof. Since GJH, is F-covering in G/Hi by Theorem 5, and since 2 
reduces into exactly one %-covering group of G by Corollary 2.1 of [6], 
G, = C - Hi for all i. 
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Clearly V,,H,, = G, . Assume inductively that V,-,H,-, = Gi-, . Now 
Vi-l/Vi-l n Hi-1 s G,-,/H,-, E P and H,-,/Hi EJV, SO that ViAl n Hi >, 
(V&)“. Thus ViIIi = Ui( Vc,)” Hi = C(V$)” Hi = CHi = Gi . The 
result follows by induction on i. 
7. COMPARISON WITH THE REDUCING METHOD 
Another scheme for converging to F-covering groups has been developed 
by Fischer, Mann and Graddon. Its most general setting, given by Graddon 
in [2], is that in which 9 is a formation locally induced by an integrated set 
of subgroup-closed formations P(p). The essence of the method (with a 
slight change of notation) is the following. 
Say that the F-system 9(Z) = (G9”’ n Z‘P 1 p ET} reduces into the 
subgroup H of G in case Gs@’ n Zp n H = HFtl)’ n 27 for each p in r. 
Choose a Sylow system Z of G, and let 
Rc( U; 9) = (x E G Ig(,Ey reduces into U) 
Define subgroups Ei and Ri of G by 
(1) 4, = G, 
(2) Ei is an 9-normalizer of Ri with respect to Z for i = 0, l,..., and 
(3) Ri = RRi-JEipl; 9) for i = 1,2 ,... . 
Graddon shows in [2] that F-(Z) reduces into each Ei and Iii, and it 
follows from the proof of Lemma 2.11 of [2] that Z does, too. Moreover, 
he shows that if G E JVF, then 
E,, < E1 < ... < Et-, = R, < ... < R, < RO, 
and R, is P-covering in G. 
PROPOSITION 11. In the setting just described, let Di and Gi be taken as in 
Theorem 5 using S-normalizers for Nor and taking all normalizers with 
respecttoz. ThenDi < EiandRi < Gifori =0, I,.... 
Proof. Clearly R, = G0 and D, = E, . Assume inductively that Di < Et 
and Iii < Gi for some i. Since Ei , as an F-normalizer, has just one 9- 
system, and since (by Lemma 2.2 of [2]) some F-system of Ei reduces into 
Di , 
R,+l = (x E Ri / F(Zp reduces into Et) 
< (x E Ri 1 9(Zy reduces into Di). 
Since R,+l < Ri < Gi , Ri+l < Ro*(Di; F), 
481/25/r-10 
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If G E M9r, Theorem 2.15 of [2] shows that Es = R, , and thus R,(E,; 9)) 
which is R, , is an 9--normalizer of G. It follows from this observation, 
applied to Gi/Gf9 rather than to G, and from Theorem 2.8 of [2] that 
RG,(Di ; F) - Gfs = Di . Gf-. 
Ri+l < Rc,(Di ; 9) < Di + Hi+% = G,+l , as desired. 
By Corollary 2.1 of [6] the system Z reduces into a unique s-covering 
group of G. Hence D, = Et-, , and so D,+l < Ri+l . Thus 
The proposition now follows by induction on i. 
As a corollary, we obtain the fact that if G EM”, then D,-, = EnA = 
RB = G, . This represents a slight improvement of Graddon’s estimate. 
The method of Theorem 5 converges most rapidly in case the length of 
the chain 23, 2 HI > ... > H, is the Fitting length of G. It is worth 
noting, though, that the chain need not itself be the upper or lower Fitting 
series for G in order to have the minimal length, Moreover, by taking a chief 
series as Ho 2 HI > ..* 2 H, we can come down by easy stages and can 
keep close track of the process to determine how the covering groups of G 
meet its chief factors. Rapid convergence may not always be desirable. 
Note also that the reducing method requires subgroup-closure of the local 
formations 9(p), whereas the method of Theorem 5 does not. Without such 
an assumption on F(p)‘s, however, the Di’s may not be increasing, as our 
earlier example has shown. 
Even if we use F-normalizers for Nor, we can change systems from one Di 
to the next and still get F-covering groups at the end. How much freedom of 
choice there is and whether anything is to be gained from such switching is 
not clear, though. 
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